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Students Speak Out At Board Meeting
The
board
of visitors
unanimously
approved
a
proposal for student representative seated on the board at
its meeting Friday.

Presented by legislative board
chairman Tammy Bird and
David Wall, the proposal called
for "the President of the Student
Government Association to sit

n

Board members listen as Management Team gives final
Statement.

photo by Melody Crawley

Final Reply Made
The Ie-ngwood College board of
visitors made a formal reply to
Governor
John
Dalton's
Management Team Report,
Friday. Board member Rust
moved to send the reply after
almost a year's study by the
college.
The board voted to make the
response
after
inviting
management representatives to
the meeting. Ronald Miller,
director of the Department of
Management Analysis Systems
Development, said he felt the
college and board of visitors had
taken some positive steps.
He continued to stress to the
board that "the board must have
a clear understanding" of the
college's functions. He told the
board that the college should be
under their monitorship. "Be
involved in each aspect of college
life," he added.
He and other management
members, Jim Mills and John
Dully, urged the board to
continue to make this positive
progress.
His main concern was that the
college have a stable system of
long-range planning. He termed
long-range planning as "a
discipline that must start at the
top." He also concluded
employee relations in a list of top
priorities.
The board is continuing a study
of the John P. Wynne Campus

School. They have asked the
Secretary of Education to
recommend full funding for the
current bienium.
In other board action,
admissions
figures
were
presented to the board. The
college has had 322 applications
for admission as of November 6,
according to Dr. Bill Peele, vice
president for Administration.
Dr. John Peale, faculty
representative to the board,
expressed concern that students
SAT scores in verbal were so
much lower than math. He also
told the board that the
admissions committee felt that
they could not tighten admission
policy, but that they had dropped
the conditional class.
Dr. Peele told the board,
"Things are improving as far as
we're concerned."
In Thursday's board action, Dr.
Carolyn Wells, vice president for
academic affairs and dean of the
college, presented a study of the
college's major academic
programs. Dr. Wells said that 50
per cent of Ie-ngwood's students
are in one of four majors.
"I would like to see a study of
each academic program...and
you have the courage to bite the
bullet and discontinue programs
that we cannot afford to
continue."
The board supported a study of
the college's academic offerings.

with the Board of Visitors at their
quarterly meetings and act on the
same capacity as the faculty
representative."
Dr. I,eo
Salters, dean of
students, urged the board to pass
this proposal saying, "The
students
sometimes
feel
powerless."
Legislative board members
were extremely pleased to see
the board pass the proposal. "We
see this as a very positive
change."
Other members of the student
body were not as happy with
board actions. Following the
legislative board presentation,
Wall tried to present a student
written document calling for the
immediate release of Dr. Henry
I. Willett Jr. as president.
Wall was ruled out of order by
board rector, Eric L. Robinson
for bringing up a matter without
permission. He was again ruled
out of order by board
parlimentarian, Ralph Page
when he tried to present a
petition with 573 signatures to the
rector.
Page later added that he hoped
no one would hold any grudges
against Wall for what he did. "He
thought what he did was right. I
personally do not have any ill
feelings."
A letter from the SGA
executive committee was read by
board
member
A.
Gay
Kampfmueller saying that it was
unaware of Wall's intensions to
bring up this proposal. "We do
not support the second proposal
at all since we had no contact
with it."
The student movement began
Thursday
with
students
displaying signs in the Rotunda

calling for the immediate
removal of President Willett and
the installation of an interium
president.
Following this display, the
students began collecting
signatures on the petitions. The
students felt they had collected a
fair amount of signatures in ten
hours. They had to add, however,
that many students refused to
sign.
The board adopted a resolution
to continue its search for
president and the immediate
transition to the new administration. They rejected the

idea of an interium president,
but expressed appreciation for
the concern of the college and
Farmville community.
I*ast week. Foundation board
members proposed a resolution
at their board meeting asking lor
a resolution. Tnej were ruled out
of order.
President Willett told reporters
after the board of visitors
meeting that he had been told
that Foundation members dad
called students urging Thursday
and Friday's display. He
commended the board for the
way they reacted.

David Wall is ruled out of order when he tries to present petition to
rector, Eric Robinson.
photo by Melod¥ Crawlev

Letters To The Board
Editor's Note: The following
are the students' letters to the
Longwood College Board of
Visitors. The first is a proposal
for a student representative on
the board which was passed
unanimously. The second is the
letter which accompanied the
petition to the board for an
interium president.
To the Iengwood College Board
of Visitors:
It was discussed and strongly
recommended at the Oct. 22
meeting of legislative Board that
the Longwood College Board of
Visitors consider allowing the
President of the Student
Government Association to sit
with the Board of Visitors at their
quarterly meetings and act in the
same capacity as the faculty
representative.
Legislative
Board feels that the addition of
the student would enhance the
functioning of the Board of
Visitors in the areas that might
directly involve students, or

concern students. The student
would be able to answer
questions and comment on issues
that the Board of Visitors may
discuss. The Board of Visitors
and the student body could only
benefit from the direct input the
student could give.
Iengwood College, as a whole,
is made up of four sections: The
Longwood College Board of
Visitors, the administration, the
faculty, and the student body,
legislative Board feels that the
Board of Visitors should use the
student as a resource when
discussing the issues of the
college.
legislative Board stresses the
Board of Visitors immediate
consideration of this matter. It is
an important issue to the college.
Respectfully,
legislative Board
of Ie-ngwood College
To The Board of Visitors:
The students of Longwood
College have become greatly

concerned
about
the
administration, Ms policies,
dealings with the faculty and
students, and overall effect on he
college.
The Board of Visitors
determines the policies and the
governing of Ix>ngwood College
and therefore has the duty of
determining whether or not the
administration is meeting its
responsibilities to I xmgwood and
its students.
The Board has received over 40
faculty letters, petitions from
alumni, as well as from members
of the community, and requests
from the Foundation Board that
Dr. Henry I. Willett, Jr. be
removed from his position as
President. We have a petition
containing 573 signatures from
the student body requesting the
same.
This number may not teem
great in comparison to the total
number of Iengwood students
until one realizes the following:
—the petition did not begin
(Continued on Page 4)
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Student Life Committee Formed
faculty members: Dr. James Unterzuber; and five students:
Crowl, Mrs. Frances N. Hamlett, Mary Slade, Nancy Warren,
Miss Eva J. McCreary, Nelson D. Jerry Richman, Bob Jensen, and
Neal, George Stonikinis, Mrs. Stephanie Ibanez.
Cam Tinnell, and Miss Gretchen
The purpose of this committee
is to work closely with college
officials whose responsibilities
involve primarily the nonacademic portion of student life
and to make recommendations to
those officials and to the
Organization of
Teaching
there. As another one of their Faculty.
Bj BRENDAFUNK
projects, the club visits this home
Areas such as activities,
student
conduct,
and
If you don't know exactly what monthly.
A
future
event
for
Circle
K
management
of
the
bookstore,
Cir< le K is, read on! Circle K is
the college level club of the is a Christmas party for dining hall, and infirmary are
similar
high
school underprivileged children given in major concerns of the group. At
organizations, Key Club and conjunction with Hampden least once a year the committee
Keyettes If you still don't Sydney's club. Such working will present a written report to
understand, Circle K's major with other colleges is not the Organization of Teaching
purpose is to serve Whether unusual in Circle K as they hold Faculty.
The
major
topics
the
projects arc fur the youth, interclubs, projects, and parties
with
other
schools
such
as
Mary
committee
has
been
dealing
with
elderly, school, or community,
I in le K is definitely involved. Washington, University of thus far are: Sign In-Sign Out
.lust organized last year. Richmond, and William and procedures, the possibility of
Longwood's dub is well under Mary. The main event of the lifestyle dorms; student campus
way and already very active this entire year climaxes when the police officers, the amount of
whole district, including the beer allowed at student parties,
semester
r instance to celebrate states of Virginia, Maryland, and who is responsible for costs of
unites
for damage done to public areas of
Halloween in a special way. Delaware,
convention—a
week
end
of
great
Circle K kicked off on October 30
dormitories, and security in
with their Caring Companion times, whether at workshops or campus housing.
The Student Life Committee
program. Club members enjoyed parties! This year's convention is
giving a party for about twenty to be held in Blacksburg. As meets once a month.
underprivileged children from shown, Circle K is not only a
the area. The members have worthwhile, but also a fun
been matched up to these organization to be involved in.
children and serve as a big With various projects ahead and
brother or sister, a friend, a new members always welcome,
companion, just simply someone come on out to the Student
who cares.
Union's Reading Rooms on first
A new service designed to
Also for Halloween, some club and third Thursdays of each assist students in need of
members paid a visit to month at 6:30. You will NOT financial aid to continue school or
Thackston's an area old folks' regret it! Just think about the plan for graduate school was
home, where they enjoyed club's international theme announced today by the
playing bingo with the residents "Caring...Life's Magic!"
Scholarship Bank.
According to Steve Danz,
Program
Director, the new
Alpha I'lii Ome£u
service will give each student a
print out of the scholarships,
loans, grants and work-study
sources available to him or her in
that student's specific field.
Students apply by writing for
zations,
we
alone
stand
firmly
In 1975. Alpha Phi Omega
and
filling out a questionnaire
marked a half century of service and proudly on this foundation of
A Phi O was founded on the service. We have long led the which is then used as the key to
principle of service and still pack — first to admit students of the data bank. The questionnaire
stands erect and proud on this all races, creeds, and colors, and is like a mini-profile of each
first to have concern for others student, seeking information on
foundation.
in
school,
major,
Early in our history, four fields instead of ourselves. Service is year
occupational
objectives,
sex.
of service evolved and continue unselfish. Other organizations
parent's
union,
see us like a beacon in the night religion.
today.
Service to Campus. In this and are starting to emulate us, employer and military service
phase of APO activities, the for service is our thing. and student's outstanding
We brina to our campuses abilities, such as leadership
chapters carry out projects
which are beneficial to the entire something which is positive, experience or sports. The service
constructive, and which seems is so thorough, according to the
campus.
Service
to
Youth
and to stamp out divisiveness. We not director, that in the field of girls'
Community. Members of APO only profess our lofty principles sports scholarships alone there
are ready and willing to pass but we put them into action. are over 2,000 entries.
The director also indicated that
along to others some of the
Unique facts concerning Alpha
benefits gained in earlier years. Phi Omega: 11 We are the largest the Scholarship Bank is the only
Main projects are directed in national fraternity, 2) We are a program that offers a full listing
service to Scout councils and to co-ed fraternity — open to both of all graduate and post-graduate
other youth groups and to the men and women, 3) By being a scholarships, which would be of
community at large.
service fraternity, one may also interest to all grad students and
Service to Nation, doing join a social fraternity or even faculty.
The data bank guarantees that
mi campus and community sorority, 41 We have a strict no
efforts, A I'd chapters participate hazing policy, and 5) We are each student will receive at least
in activities of nationwide inexpensive — only $20 initiation $100 in aid, or the service fee of
importance and alone endeavor fee plus reasonable monthly $35 will be refunded. Danz
indicated that students unable to
to
promote
international dues.
goodwill.
If this sounds like your kind of pay the $35 fee may receive a
Service to Members. Individual organization, then attend the •basic" printout of at least 15
benefits to each member come informational meeting
on scholarship sources for $25. The
from
the
leadership Tuesday, November 11, at 7 p.m. $25 fee will give students up to 50
opportunities, responsibilities in in the Reading Rooms at sources of possible aid.
The data bank is updated daily
chapter operation, fellowship, I.ankford or drop a note to Alpha
and lifelong friendships.
Phi Omega, Stephen Mevers. with new scholarships and
Of all Greek letter organi- Box 931.
information changes in current
scholarships. Due to the backlog
of applications for this unique
service, students should submit
questionnaires as soon as
For All Your Floral Needs
possible.
The service will also send each
applicant a publication on How to
Plav Grantsmanship, which will
POCHETTE'S FLORIST
be of help to the students in
applying for the aid. The
PHONE 3924154
Scholarship Bank cooperates
(Continued on Page 8)
By PAM UPDIKE
A new committee has been set
up by legislative Board named
the Student Life Committee. This
committee is comprised of seven

Circle K . . .
A Club That Cares

Scholarship
Bank

A Service Foundation

Stonehenge will be the featured sight for the second Anthropology
Film.

Photo by Pamela Bowden

The Mystery Of
Stonehenge Film
The second film in the 1980-81
Anthropology Film Series will be
shown Wednesday evening,
November 12, at 7:30 p.m. in
Bedford Auditorium. The film is
entitled The Mystery of
Stonehenge and tests the idea
that this huge stone structure in
England was built by prehistoric
humans as an astronomical
observatory.
Stonehenge is the most
spectacular of the European
stone monuments, most of which
were built approximately 5,000
years before the present in the
Neolithic Period. It is situated on
the Salisbury Plain in southern
England and consists of a
circular bank 350 meters in
diameter enclosing a ring of
burial mounds and stones. Many

of the stones are bluestone
weighing 5 tons each which were
apparently transported 150 miles
from a site in Wales to which they
have been traced. Archeologists
are uncertain if the function of
Stonehenge
was
religious
ceremonialism,
eclipse
prediction,
calculation
of
planting seasons, political
symbolism, or something else.
All films in the Anthropology
Film Series are free. A brief
introduction to the film will be
given before the film is shown by
Dr. James William Jordan,
Associate
Professor
of
Anthropology. Students and
faculty of Ixmgwood College and
the general public are invited to
attend the screening of this
classic film in anthropology.

Dancers Present
Fall Concert
By BRENDA COLEMAN
On the nights of November 6, 7
and 8, the people of Ixmgwood
were treated to the sounds and
sights of the IiOngwood College
Company of Dancers' annual Fall
Concert in Jarman Auditorium.
The
program
thoroughly
enhanced by beautiful music and
excellent
lighting,
was
completely choreographed and
performed by the Company of
Dancers themselves. Under the
direction of Dr. Betty Bowman,
the show took the audience on a
multi-dimensional tour through
the world of modern dance. Each
individual
dance
and
performance told much about
each respective choreographer
and the dancers involved. Many
of the works were improvisional
in
nature,
allowing each girl and guy to
express her or his emotions and
talents.
The first dance, choreographed
by Grace Rodgers, was entitled
"Work in Progress," a lively
dance built around simple
locomotor movements. This was
followed by Eileen Mathes' work
"Inventions," an Elizabethianlike dance performed to two
selections by Bach and "Wings of
Dreams," a beautiful, almost
mystical dance accompanied by
the music of Neil Diamond and
choreographed
by
Lorie
Blackard. The next selections
were the comical "Profiles," a
dance
described
by
its
choreographer Jennifer Selby as
a
"satire
concerning
snobbishness" and Boundaries,"
a dance about the conflict,

invasion and re-establishment of
boundaries, put together by Jan
Jennings. A five minute
intermission followed these first
five dances.
The second part of the concert
began with •"Graphic Mobile," a
totally improvisational dance
accompanied by musicians Ix>nie
Davidson, Rusty Hurley, and
Kristen
Holberg.
Tracey
Hormuth's work
"Anxious
Imagery," an exploration into
the internal or external forces
that compel human nature was
next followed by 'Games," a look
at the innocents who travel
through life untouched by
society's names that was
choreographed by Bethe Cardin
The last two dances were
"Dance," a one-woman dance
designed and danced by Cindi
Fitzgerald, and "Celebration,"
an open celebration of and
an invitation to the world of
dance. This dance, performed by
most of the Dance Company
members, was choreographed by
Adrienne Heard.
The three nights of dance were
the climax of many weeks of
practice and work and the
dancers and technicians should
be praised for their talents and
ability. The Company of Dancers
is headed by President Tracey
Hormuth, Secretary—Treasurer
Bethe Cardin, Special Projects
Chairman Grace Ann Rodgers,
and Publicity Head Adrienne
Heard. The show's lighting was
designed and supervised by
Richard Gamble and technically
provided for by Nina I^effue and
Jeff Sledjeski.

M
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Kelly Helms In Concert
By JODIKERSEY
Thursday, November 13, from
8-10 p.m., Kelly Helms will
perform in the Ix)wer Dining
Hall. This concert is being
sponsored by Zeta Tau Alpha.
Kelly has been performing in
Richmond for the past eight
months. She spent three months
at the Bee-Hive, two and a half
months at Ceasar's Cellar and
more recently, she has
performed at The North Pole and
doing Bananas in Richmond.
Kelly plays both 6-and 12-string
guitars during her performances
which contain a repertoire of
music of composers such as Joni
Mitchell, Carly Simon. Rita
Coolidge, Dan Fogleberg and
John Denver.
After recording at Alpha Audio
Recording Studio about two

months ago, Kelly has a new
record out which was released
this past week. It is a single
record containing the two songs
titled "On my way to no where"
and "Things that I love." The
record was produced with many
of the best musicians in
Richmond including members
from the Richmond Symphony.
Kelly believes that I^ngwood
has had a significant influence on
her music. She grew up on the
Longwood campus because her
father is a professor here and she
feels that this had an important
impact on the particular
direction of her music. She began
her career in music about five
years ago playing drums for a
local band and through their help,
learned to play the guitar. Kelly
says she began writing after
working with the band. She

played at the June Jubilee in
Richmond and was also the
feature artist at the Heart of
Virginia Festival.
Zeta and Kelly have a historic
relationship, since Zeta has
supported her endeavors in
music and has sponsored her
concert here at Longwood. Kelly
continued that she appreciates
the support of Zeta and also the
support of I.B. Dent. Kelly feels
that I.B. Dent has helped many
performers and really tries to
bring good entertainment to the
college campuses.
Kelly hopes to get back into a
regular performance schedule,
since completing her first
recording. She wants to begin by
performing on the college circuit
on a regular basis. Plans for an
album are probably the next step
for Kelly who says she wants "to
go as far as I can with my music"
as she awaits audience listening
response to her new single.

Christmas
Show Planned
The Farmville Christmas Show
entitled
"At
Home
for
Christmas" will be sponsored by
the Farmville Chamber of
Commerce and the Prince
Edward County Extension
Service. It will be held at the
Farmville Memorial Armory on
Saturday, November 15, from 11
a.m. - 8 p.m. and on Sunday,
November 16, 1-6 p.m.
The show will feature
Christmas ideas in the way of
crafts, gifts, foods and
decorations. The Prince Edward
Extension Homemakers Clubs
will have exhibits giving ideas on
things to make and the area
garden clubs will present a
standard holiday flower show.
The Prince Edward Extension
Technicians will be featuring low
calorie and economical holiday
food preparations with recipies
available. The fashion show
entitled "Holiday Fashions" will
feature two shows; one on
Saturday Night Alive, November 15 at 9 p.m. will feature A.
Saturday at 4 p.m. and one on
Whitney Brown and the Mason-Roller Band in the Lower Dining Hall. Sunday at 3 p.m. It will include
fashions for the entire family.
The cost is $2.
If you would like more
information about the Farmville
Christmas Show, please contact
the Prince Edward County
Extension office at 392-4246.
looking forward to seeing you
there.
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Room 119,
From PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Sponsored by the I/ongwood Bedford Art Building. She will
STUDENT
College Art Department and the also talk on the history of
REPRESENTATIVE
Virginia Museum, Artist Liz papermaking, emphasizing
Kregloe will offer a one-day current trends and showing
workshop in handcasting and works by contemporary artist,
wanted to coordinate
dyeing paper, November 15, in November 14, 7:30 p.m., in
exciting college travel
Bedford auditorium.
Farmville.
program. Arrange own
During the morning workshop
Ms. Kregloe, who is touring
hours. Apply in writing
Virginia as part of the Museum's session, Ms. Kregloe will
to: C.I. Travel Center,
service for its chapters and introduce students to primitive
pulp
papers
and
the
use
of
29 Selden Arcade, Noraffiliates,
will
introduce
recycled
found
paper.
Cotton
workshop students to a variety of
folk, Virginia 23510.
paper pulp will be used for
papermaking techniques.
The workshop will be held from
i Continued on Page 8)

Liz Kregloe Offers
Workshop
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Music Dept. Plans
Holiday Season
By PAM UPDIKE
The Ix>ngwood College Music
Department is busily preparing
for the holiday season with
several instrumental and vocal
concerts. No sooner has
Oktoberfest ended, than the
department must diligently
prepare for their fall and
Christmas concerts.
On November 16, the Brass
Ensemble and Jazz Band along
with the Vocal Arts Ensemble
will present a concert featuring
Classical and Ragtime Jazz.
They will do two pieces together
and then the band will play
several pieces as a preview for

their fall concert.
Also on November Hi. the
Concert < hoir will present their
fall concert in Wygal Auditorium.
They will do a Twenties Medley
and will perform a! 7 :in p.m.
On November 23. the Concert
Choir wiil do their Annual
Christmas Concert at Farmville
Baptist Church at 4 pin.
The Jazz Band will present
their fall concert entitled,
"Winter Jazz Fest," at 8 p.m. in
the Gold Room.
The Concert Band will present
their Christmas Concert on
December 9 at 8 p.m. in the Gold
Room.

HOLIDAY^
^ DANCE
November 22
ii

The Kings Of Swing"
DOWNSTAIRS DINING HALL

9:30 P.M.

SEMI/FORMAL

$5.50 COUPLES

—LIMITED TICKETS $3.25-

fiesafcs
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Not W

A/iVs/if;

COMEDY WEEK
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NOV 15
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(Continued from Page 1)
circulation until 10:30 a.m. this
morning. (Nov. 6)
—it was not sponsored by a
recognized campus organization
and therefore, circulation was
not as thorough as possible.
some students expressed fear
of possible repurcussion from the
college community.
—the petition was circulated
totally without prior publicity.
No college administration can
function to the benefit of its
students, without the students'
respect. It should be quite
apparent, to all members of the
Board, that the present
administration has lost the
respect and trust of not only the
students, but the faculty as well.
It can only be detrimental to
the college for Dr. Willett to
continue as acting president until
August, 1981. He is making policydecisions that will be in effect
even after his resignation. A new

BEHISB CLOSEB

president will have to deal with
these policies as well as the
enormous challenge that person
already
faces:
returning
Ixmgwood to the high standing
position it once held.
Protecting that high standing
position is another responsibility
the Board of Visitors has to the
students. When we leave here, we
should be able to carry
Ixwigwood's name and reputation
proudly with us. At the present
time, our school's reputation
cannot possibly benefit the
students and could possibly hurt
the students' reputation.
Therefore, in order to meet
your responsibilities to the
students, the faculty, the
administration, and Ixmgwood
College as an educational
institution, we urge that you
consider the request that we are
making.
Sincerely,

Wn/,r/t sol<M. *Ul IVllrVMNl
KNOWS MM VJl'VI At\JMS AcitD
IN TIU lil -.1 INlltWSV. Of T«W

THI

•.Turn NTS >I\H Nl VI l<s A 1 MoVKsWl
VOI\ oUls>ll<«S. IUMWIOMI
THin flA.K.1 tools ot mi rv.iivrs

IViArtO Ol VIM U*s"> nilllNl,

OJTsim

CKOUR

Board Resolution
Editor's Note: The following is
the board's adopted statement
concerning the search for a
president.
The Board of Visitors of
Ixmgwood College acknowledges
with appreciation the concerns,
pro and con, expressed to it by
various members of the College
community and of the Farmville
residential community
concerning the appointment by
this Board of an interim

UM T||AT,1KVIN(< \U MAKEW^
loo* HAU. .. WHWH,i>» taUftM^I
»» |M^Ds>|iUI
ANYWAY.

By BRENDA COLEMAN
When this week's Senior
Spotlight Beth Parrott was asked
why she chose French as a
major,
she
responded
enthusiastically "Because I love
it! Being familiar with another

OUT.
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the views ol the student body or the
administration
is to the Editor are welcomed
They must be typed, signed and
submitted to the Editor by the Friday
■ ng publication date All letters
are subiect to editing

president to serve until the
successor to Dr. Willett is in
office.
We take the position that Dr.
Willett's successor will be
brought to this campus at the
earliest possible date, and that
this Board will endeavor to effect
an orderly transfer
of
administration.
A screening committee of 18
persons from various college
constituencies
and
with
representation from the local
community has been formed by
(Continued on Page 8)
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Your Turn

There is certainly one complaint that can not be made by anyone concerning
the Board of Visitors' meetings last week. There was definitely student participation.
Legislative Board presented a proposal for a non-voting student member to
the board. This major step in improving the board — student relationship was
approved unanimously by the board.
Following the presentation of that proposal, students tried to present a
petition to the board calling for President Henry I. Willett Jr.,'s immediate
releasal and the establishment of an interium president. The student presenting
the petition was ruled out of order by the board rector, Eric Robinson of Farmville, and parlimentarian, Ralph Page of Richmond.
It is often said that different people have different views, and that is
definitely true at Longwood College. All of these views should be allowed to
surface, for freedom of speech is the most important liberty given to the
American people.
However, there are also certain channels and proceedures that must be
followed. The Legislative Board followed these channels when they requested
time (the night before) on the agenda to present their proposal. The student
group did not. Instead they chose to use Legislative Board by riding in on the
coattails of their proposal. This is the reason that they were called out of order.
In some way it's funny that they chose to present the petition in this manner.
The next day the students were "outraged" that the president stated that they
h.ui been "used" by the members of the Foundation Board to present the
proposal But, that is exactly what they did. — They "used" the time that
Legislative Board had acquired for something that was a tremendous positive
step for both the student board and the governing board.
A statement was read later during the meeting from the executive committee ol legislative Board stating that they had no prior knowledge of the
students plan to present the proposal. Dean Leo Salters, Dean of Students, also
expressed thai he knew nothing of the plans.
Faculty members and students have expressed their support and nonsupport of the group ot students in a silent manner. The bad part about it is that
there seems to be no clear-cut way of getting an overall view of just how the
college community feels.
The small group of students must be priased for having the courage to openly
express their views, whether we agree with them or not. Their major mistake
was the way in which they handled their presentation.
The board passed a resolution that dismissed the idea of hiring an interium
president.

language
widens
your
appreciation of other cultures. I
think all Americans should know
a language other than English.
Perhaps that would reduce some
of the problems we are having
when we deal with another
country or culture."
"I have a lot of doors open to
me now because of my major.
Next semester I'll be student
teaching under my old high
school French teacher. I'm very
excited about that. After
graduation, I'm planning to apply
to many different companies and
organizations, depending on who
needs me. I want to work for an
organization with international
branches, such as tobacco
companies, banks, and, of
course, government agencies. I
definitely want to do something
with French."
Beth has already begun
working with her French to a
greater degree. I^ast summer,
Beth studied at McGill University
in Montreal in a total French
emersion program. "It was a
wonderful experience. I did not
speak any English the entire
summer. Everything — the class,
the social activities — was
conducted in French. I gained a
great deal from this experience
in that it strengthened my love
for and appreciation of French."
A native of Danville, Beth is
involved in the Foreign language
Club and Student Alumni
Association. She is a former
member of the Baptist Student
Union and is a staff member of
The Rotunda.
She also works 15-20 hours a
week in the Social Security office.
"If it were not for my work-study,
I probably would not be here. I
am
so
glad
Longwood
participates actively in the workstudy program. I need to do
something other than just college
work to prepare me for life."
Beth was quite open and honest
when asked if she was glad she
came to Ixmgwood. "Yes — and
no, in that I feel stunted in my
growth as far as having the
opportunity to live off-campus. I
would have liked the chance to
ha,ve made more decisions on my
own, rather than having them
governed by the school. Even
though I like the smallness of LC,
I often wonder what it would have
been like to have gone to a bigger
school."
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Counseling Services Found Useful
By JOE JOHNSON
Interested in finding out about
your interest? Come to the
Counseling Service, October 30,15 p.m. for a 45 minute interest
test. You will return later for
results. Sound familiar? Well,
this is just one of the many
programs provided by the
Counseling Services at Longwood
College. Dr. Jennings Cox is the
creator, organizer and director of
each program. In short, Dr.
Jennings Cox is Longwood's
Counseling Service.
Dr. Cox came to Ivongwood
during April of 1979. He was
educated at Randolph-Macon and
received his doctorate in
psychology at the University of
Missouri. Before coming to
Farmville, he worked in Texas.
However, he was not satisfied
there and wanted to work in
Virginia, which is his home state.
When Ixwigwood offered him
charge of their counseling
services, he took the position
without hesitation.
Arriving at longwood, Dr. Cox
found the Counseling Services in
great need of development. He
established four major programs
for the fall semester of 1980 and
also allowed time for one-to-one
counseling sessions for any
student who might need them.
One of the services is a study
skills program which is a "onesession seminar to deal with
suggestions on how to read and
comprehend textbooks, take
better notes, review and take
tests."
Three of these sessions have
already taken
place on
September 30, October 15 and
November 4. One more will be
held on November 18. Dr. Cox
says that the turnout for each
session has been about 12-15

people with about half of these
being freshmen. They go into
such things as managing
studying time, memorizing a
lesson, reading and getting the
most from what you read, taking
notes in class, and finally taking
a test and reviewing for exams.
Was the program effective?
Are students being helped by
these seminars? Dr. Cox seems
to think so. He replied that
although there has not been
enough time for grade feedback,
the students feel aided by the
seminars, and some have even
established studying charts to
help them in dividing their time
efficiently.
Another program begun by Dr.
Cox is the Vocational Exploration
Groups which are "three-session
groups designed to help you
examine carefully the important
aspects of your life that affect a
vocational choice." Group I held
their sessions October 14, 21 and
28.
Dr. Cox explained that, ideally,
these groups consisted of 10-15
persons. Any more, and the
effectiveness of group interaction
is lost. He was careful to explain
that the procedure during these
sessions was an interchange of
ideas among the students and not
his doing a solo lecture. He also
said that it is quite stimulating
and he has even learned a few
things himself.
The groups discuss such things
as their feelings and attitudes
toward their career, their
interests and abilities, and choice
of environments for their life. To
quote Dr. Cox, "It's to try to get
people to increase their
knowledge of careers and not to
limit themselves; to look at
what's important in their careers
besides majors."

Dr. Cox uses two tests to help
the groups. One is the StrongCampbell test which matches the
interest of the people who are
working successfully in a certain
occupation with the interests of a
student who may want to go into
that particular field. Another test
given to help the students make a
career decision is a personal
needs test. It measures your
needs in such areas as
environment, associates, money
intake and job related stress. Dr.
Cox also has access to
information from the Placement
and Career Planning Office.
Assertiveness training is
another program developed by
Dr. Cox who says that it is one of
the most useful programs started
for the Counseling Services at
IiOngwood. It is "three session
groups to assist you in expressing
your feelings, preferences, needs
and opinions in a way that does
not threaten or punish others."
This group also consists of only
10-15 people so that group
interaction can take place
unhindered. The program is
developed to get people who do
not stand up for their rights to
gain enough confidence to do so.
Dr. Cox said that it is especially
helpful for people who have a
hard time talking to roommates,
professors or even a partner in an
intimate relationship. He said
that it is essentially a confidencebuilding course. It is designed to
make a person realize that he is
as good as anyone else and should
never be intimitated by another
person. The feedback from the
group is tremendous and Dr. Cox
feels that this program is helping
a lot of people. The three sessions
for the group took place on
October 22, 29 and November 5.
However, Dr. Cox is sure there

The New Social Work BuildingBe Proud Of It!f
By BRENDA BONUCELLI
and NANCY WILLARD
Now that we have settled into
this school year, we have grown
accustomed to the many changes
that have taken place on campus
over the summer. But are we
aware of those changes in the
familiar white building located
between the infirmary and the
campus police station-formerly
known as Barlow G

Not only does this renovated
building have two classrooms,
but also a large library, offices
for student organizations, and
numerous possibilities for the
future. By way of the staircase on
the side of the building, the
faculty's offices can be reached.
And who has taken over this
entirely "new" Barlow Gym
building? None other than the
Social Work Department!

Expansion within the Social Work
Department is and has been
occurring at tremendous rates.
Longwood
recognizes
the
department's expansion and its
resulting needs, and had Barlow
Gym renovated over the
summer.
Though still in the process of
remodeling (the building wasn't
occupied by the Social Work
Department until two weeks
before classes began this
semester), there is a consensus
among students that this new
acquisition is proof of the positive
direction the department is
taking. When asked what they
thought of the building, the
students' responses were varied:
"I like it. We needed the extra
rooms and I think the department
has grown up enough to make
separate buildings necessary."
"To finally have a place apart
from the main Grainger building
gives me a feeling of
individuality that is long overdue
for the members of the Social
Work Department as well as
myself. I feel that our major is
finally being taken seriously here
at Ix>ngwood."

le New Social work building is still waiting for it's new sign.
Photo by Melody Cr«wley

Longwood's Social Work
majors are proud of their field
and proud of their new building.
So the next time you are nearby,
stick your head in and have a look
around. You will understand-and
you will be proud, too!

will be follow-up groups during
the spring semester.
Another program, which is
merely a refined version of the
Vocational Exploration Group, is
the Vocational Interest Testing.
It requires the taking of the
Strong Campbell test (about 45
minutes) and returning at a later
date to interpret the scores.
Testing will be held November 20,
1-5 p.m., and December 11, 1-5
p.m.
Dr. Cox also conducts one-toone personal counseling for
anyone who needs this. When
asked what some of the major
problems for college students
are, he replied that the major
problems are stress and
interpersonal relationships with
a few more serious problems.
He said, "College is the most

stress-filled time in anybody's
life. It's the first time in your life
that you are fully responsible for
your own actions'" He also
added, "Besides the mental
pressure of the Academic
environment, there is the added
peer pressure...in terms of an
Okay' lifestyle...the fact that
your lifestyle is different is all
right, but you have to realize it's
going to affect the way people
think of you." Dr. Cox said that
sometimes the stress can get so
bad, that it can affect a person's
decision-making ability. "You
suddenly find yourself not
handling things the way you're
supposed to." Dr. Cox added
that he is usually successful in
helping a student deal with stress
or other personal problems they
(Continued on Page 8)

One of the camping skills students works to take down the tent, so
that everyone can return to LC.

Camping Class Checks
Out The Wilds
As the week end approaches, just in time to set up camp and
Longwood students are planning collect firewood before dark.
their week end excapes. Many "We would have gotten there
are planning parties to celebrate earlier," claimed a camper, "but
Halloween. With the parties come Mr. Cunningham lost a canoe on
the costumes and everyone is the way." It seems one of the
looking for something to wear. canoes fell off the truck enroute.
Friday comes and everyone
Collecting firewood, building a
has their costume. Even the 20 fire, and cooking were three oi
students in Peter Cunningham's the main time consumers of the
camping skills class are ready week end. Students were d i<h<!
for the holiday. Their holiday, into groups of five for cooking
however, is spelled with two L's and required to plan menus lor
and is called a week end at the week end. Meals ranged from
Holliday I.ake. Their costumes bologna sandwiches for lunch to
for Friday night are long Johns, steak, baked potato, and salad for
sweatshirts, wool socks and hats, Saturday dinner for one group.
Most of Saturday was left free
and anything else warm they can
for the students. They took
find.
The camping skills class is one advantage of the beautiful day.
of the recreational physical Cameras and sketch pads came
education classes at Longwood. out of the tent for the art lovers.
The week end camping trip is the Some took advantage of the time
major requirement of the class. by studying. Others read other
Students left Ixmgwood Friday types of literature besides school
afternoon to spend two freezing books.
Canoeing was one of the
but enjoyable nights in the wilds
of Appomattox County. With requirements of the day.
these somewhat reluctant bodies Everyone was required to take
went tents, cookware, two the canoe out, even those who
canoes, and hopes that they were afraid of water.
"Through our complaining, we
would somehow survive.
"It was an experience that will can all say we enjoyed the week
be hard to forget," claimed one end in one way or another,"
weary camper. "I will look back exclaimed one camper and then
added, "I'd sure rather take this
on it as an enjoyable time."
The campers arrived Friday class than tennis or bowling."
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SPORTS
Gymnastics Outlook Good
B> LISA SPENCER
TALENTED. That's the first
word that comes to mind when
considering Longwood's 1980-81
gymnas t i i
team.
I HALLENGING. That's how
(loach Ruth Budd refers to the upcoming season.
Coming off a record-breaking
season which found Longwood
gymnasts in the national
limelight, the Lancers have the
brightest of last year's stars
returning plus a number of
young, but talented newcomers.
In spite iii the abundance of
talent, Budd predicts Longwood
will have a difficult time
matching last year's mark of 8-1.
"With the talent we have on
hand we should be much
stronger.'' said Budd." "From
early practices I'd say we have

more skill right now than we had
at the end of last season. We may
have a difficult time matching
last year's record, however,
because most of our opponents
have also gotten stronger."
The lancers certainly have
enough talent to come through
with another successful season.
Returnees Kathy Idelson 11979)
and Sharon Piliow (1980) have
won the Longwood Female
Athlete of the Year award the
past two years. Idelson, an AilAmerican in 79. was a national
qualifier last season. Richmond
native Pillow, who was chosen as
Ix)ngwood College Player of the
Week a record five times in 197980, was a national finalist in
vaulting and broke several school
records.
Budd expects to get immediate

Longwood's

Gymnastics
Exhibition

Golf
Program
"Golf is golf and it's for
everyone," so said women's golf
coach Dr. Barbara Smith to the
board of visitors Friday. Dr.
Smith
made
a
special
presentation before the board on
the Longwood College golf
program.
According to Dr. Smith the golf
program is supported mostly by
student fees. The golf course
brings in additional funds from
green fees, cart fees, and club
membership.
The program's educational
side offers approximately 12
classes in golfing a year. Dr.
Smith emphasized that this
included 216 students.
The golt course near the
Longwood Mouse offers free
recreation to students. For those
who do not own their own clubs,
the 1AA provides some clubs for
use. Others who take advantage
of the course include faculty and
staff, members, and paying
customers.
I xmgwood has both a men's and

help from freshmen Monica
Chandler and Jaudon Conkwright. Chandler, from Sterling, reigns as the Virginia
State AA champ in bars,
vaulting, floor exercise and allaround and has been impressive
in early practice. A native of
Virginia Beach, Conkwright also
won a state title in bars in 1979
before an ankle injury slowed her
last season.
The Longwood team is young—
8 of 12 are first time members—
but talented, and Coach Budd is
assured that the gymnasts will
work well together.
"We have a lot of unity and
enthusiasm," said the coach
"Everyone works well together
and is looking forward to
competition."

Set

women's intercollegiate golf
team. Holding the title of
"Mother of Women's Golf in the
State," Ix>ngwood women have
maintained an excellent record
from the beginning.
Two years ago, the team
started playing Invitational
tournaments nationally. These
tournaments give them the
opportunity to play against such
Division I teams as Ohio State,
Penn State, and University of
North Carolina. The women host
both fall and spring tournaments.
The men's golf team is under
the direction of new coach Steve
Nelson. Although they do not
have as long a record, they do
claim Ail-American winner, Tim
White.
According to Dr. Smith, golf is
a time demanding sport.
Tournaments last three to four
days which cause the team
member to miss classes. Dr.
Smith's rule for the student golfer
is, "Individual first, Academics
second, and Golfer third."

"Margie Fanton. along with her teammates, is preparing for a
great gymnastics season."

From Sports Info
The Lady lancer Gymnastics
team will unveil this year's squad
in an exhibition of their talents on
November 12 at 8:15 p.m. in
I-ancer Hall. On display will be
group tumbling, vaulting, and
gymnastic routines to be
performed by what is probably
the strongest gymnastics team in
Longwood's history. National
qualifiers Sharon Pillow and
Kathy Idelson highlight the
action. The public is invited to
witness this exhibition in lancer
Hall at no charge. The first home
meet for the Lancers is on
December 8.
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Player Of The Week
Sophomore tri-captain Gus
lieal scored four goals in two
games last week helping
Ivongwood record two wins, and
for his accomplishments Leal has
been named Longwood College
Player of the Week for the period
October 31-November 7.
The all-time leading scorer in
Ixmgwood history with 16 goals,
Leal scored twice in a 5-1 triumph
over the University of Richmond
and came back to score both
goals in a 2-1 victory over archrival Hampden-Sydney
Wednesday as the lancers won
the first Farmville Herald
Challenge Bowl. The victory over
the Tigers assured Ix>ngwood, 97, of its first winning season ever
in soccer.
I>eal put Ixnigwood ahead 1-0 in
the first half when he took a
direct kick from teammate
Wayne Mayo and deftly sidescissored the ball into the net.

After Hampden-Sydney came
back to tie the game 1-1. he
scored the winning goal late in
the second half. On the play I>eal
dribbled inside, faked right and
then let go a left-footed boot that
curved away from the Tiger
goalie into the right corner of the
goal.
Named to the All-Metro Area
team in his senior year at Walter
Johnson High School, I>eal scored
two goals in his first season at
Ixmgwood and was chosen for the
Virginia Intercollegiate Soccer
Association All-Star game.
Also a fine tennis player, Gus is
majoring in physical education.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Israel I^eal of Rickville.
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Basketball Starts
With Exhibitions
From SPORTS INFO
Longwood's
men's
and
women's basketball teams will
kick off the season in the
college's new 3,000 seat
gymnasium
Lancer
Hall
Saturday night when the Lady
Lancers will face defending
Division I national champion Old
Dominion at 7:00 and the
Ixmgwood men will play the
Scotland National Team at 9:00 in
an
exhibition
basketball
doubleheader.
In what should be an exciting
night of basketball, 6-8 preseason
Ail-American Anne Donovan,
perhaps the finest center in
women's college basketball, will
lead powerful Old Dominion
against Ix>ngwood's women and
the Scotland National Team,
featuring 6-9 center Derek
Frame, will face Ixmgwood's
men, now in NCAA Division II
after finishing fourth in the
nation in Division III a year ago.
The last Virginia team to
beat Old Dominion (64-60 in 197677), the AIAW Division II Udy
I-ancers will face an awesome
challenge when they play the
Lady Monarchs Saturday night.
ODU, picked third in the nation in
Street & Smith's Basketball
Magazine's preseason poll, is
loaded once again despite the loss
of Nancy lieberman and Inge
Nissen.
The I^dy Monarchs, who will
tune up for Saturday's clash with
an exhibition against the
Republic of China Tuesday and a
regular season contest at
Virginia State Thursday, will be
led by Donovan and Rhonda
Rompola, a 5-9 junior guard, both
of whom were starters a year
ago. Veteran forward Jan
Trombly, a 6-0 senior, returns to
the team after sitting out last
season with a knee injury. She
averaged 12 points and 8
rebounds on the 1978-79 national
championship team.
Old Dominion will be without
the services of highly touted
freshman Janet Davis (6-4'2).
Davis suffered a broken left wrist
last week and is expected to be
out of action for six weeks.
The presence of Donovan
alone is enough to make Coach
Marianne Stanley's team a threat
for national honors. The
sophomore center averaged 17
points and 13 rebounds per game
a year ago while blocking an
amazing 227 shots. With a strong
supporting cast, Donovan could
be set to lead ODU to its third
straight national title.
A heady 37-1 last season, Old
Dominion has compiled an
unbelievable 102-6 record in
Stanley's three-year tenure as
coach. The I^ady Monarchs have
a 51-game win streak against
Virginia teams.
While Ixmgwood is the last
Virginia team to beat ODU, the
I^ady Ixmcers fell by an 89-54
score in the last meeting between
the two schools in 1978-79.

Coach
Carolyn Hodges'
Ixmgwood team is coming off an
11-19 season, The Ixidy Ixmcers
have 10 letter-winners back from
a year ago, but will miss leading
scorer and rebounder Maryjane
Smith, a 5-10 forward who
graduated. After depending
heavily on Smith last season,
Hodges is looking for more
balance in this year's offensive
attack.
Longwood's top three players
could turn out to be senior guard
Brenda Fettrow (5-9) junior
center Robin Hungate (5-10) and
sophomore forward Cindy Eckel
(5-10), all of whom were starters
a year ago. Fettrow averaged
11.2 points and 5.7 rebounds while
dishing off 100 assists. Hungate
has
displayed
marked
improvement over last season,
but will have to battle taller foes
inside. Eckel has a fine shooting
touch and is expected to increase
her scoring output from last
year's six points per game
average.
The I-ady lancers will be
hampered by the absence of point
guard Connie Murray who will be
out tor an undertermined length
of time because of illness.
Not much is known about the
Scotland National Team which
will square-off against Longwood's men's team Saturday
night. The game will be played
under international rules,
however, and this will be a new
experience for the Lancers.
Scotland will field a team of
its top indiviudals who play for
various club teams in their native
land. The Scottish players range
in age from 30 to 18, with 18 being
the age of their tallest player 6-9
Derek Frame.
With games against Mount
Saint Mary's Thursday and
Randolph Macon
Friday,
Scotland's team may be a bit
tired by the time they face
Ixmgwood Saturday night.
Coach Ron Bash has several of
the top players back who led
Ixmgwood to a 28-3 record and
fourth place finish in Division III
last season. Guard Joe Remar
and center Ron Orr, standouts
last year as freshmen, are
natives of Elizabeth, New Jersey.
Remar averaged 12.4 ppg. and
dished off 138 assists while Orr
averaged 8.6 points and 5
rebounds.
Other top players should be
senior forward Thomas Alston (65), junior guard Mike McCroey
(6-1), freshman Jerome Kersey
(6-6), soph. Mike Wills (6-6),
soph. Darrell Jenkins and Junior
Albert
Jay
(6-7).
Kersey, from Clarksville,
Virginia, scored 33 points in
Longwood's
Blue-White
scrimmage October 25. Orr
scored 25, Alston 19 and McCroey
had 14 points and seven steals in
the preseason scrimmage.
Ixmgwood will host Maryland
Eastern Shore in its regular
season opener Nov. 22.

PERINI PIZZA
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Joe Remar, a Gem for the Lancers last season, may again provide
the spark for a winning season.
Photo from Sports Into

Hockey Season Ends
With Regionals
By CINDY DROPESKI
Ixmgwood's field hockey team
received an at large bid which
invited them to play at the
regional tournament at High
Point, North Carolina. Thursday
night when the team left they
were a step closer to the national
tournament.
On
Friday,
Ixmgwood played the number one
team in the state, William and
Mary. Ixmgwood needed to win
this game to place in region,
unfortunately, they lost 2-0. By
losing to William and Mary,
Ixmgwood lost their chance to go
to nationals.
Saturday morning Ixmgwood
played the Clemson Tigers.
Ixmgwood made a come back to
beat Clemson 2-1. This game
qualified Ixmgwood to play for
fifth place against James
Madison. Ixmgwood did not play
as well as they did earlier that
day, therefore losing to Madison
1-0.
Ixmgwood had a good season
overall with a record of 11-7.

Ixmgwood is only losing three
seniors — Kim Garber, Julie
Dayton, and Teri Davis, so Coach
Harris
should have an
experienced team next year.

By PAM UPDIKE
Cheryl Moore is the first placi
winner of Women's Tennis
Singles. Lisa Barnes holds the
second place slot and Kim
Garber is third.
Boinkers I are the winner of
Men's Bowling Intramurals and
the Frazer Eighties are the
Women's Champs.
Volleyball is well underwa>
this year. There are 428
participants and this is the first
Intramural sport that is being
played in I-ancer Hall. All of the
teams in the winner's bracket
play in I-ancer Hall, while the
teams in the loser's bracket play
in Her Gym.
Billiards are just getting
started. There is a large turnout
for this event, with 70 men
participating and 13 women.
Swimming Relay are coming
up soon. Entry Blanks are due
November 10. The captain's
meeting is on November 11 and
the meet will be on November 1!)
from 6 to 8 p.m. in lancer pool.
The teams will consist of five
members, with four participating
in each event. There will be five
events and they are as follows:
The 100 yard freestyle, 25 yards
per swimmer; The 200 yard
medley, 50 yards each of
breaststroke, butterfly stroke
and freestyle, and backstroke;
the 100 yard sweatshirt Relay, 25
yards per swimmer; 100 yard
Tennis Shoe Relay, each team
must provide four pair of clean
tennis shoes, 25 yards per
swimmer; and the 200 yard
Breaststroke and Sidestroke
Relay, 50 yards per swimmer.
Basketball will begin in
December. Entry blanks are due
on December 1 and play will
begin in January. Anyone
wishing to officiate, should
contact Ms. Callaway in Ixmcer
Hall.

A Time For
A Change
By T.C. JONES, PV
On behalf of the Soccer team,
the Rugby Club would like to
thank Hampden-Sydney College
for a successful week of sports.
This is not meant to rub it in to
Hampden-Sydney, but to say that
for Ixmgwood, this past week
meant a time for a change. The
victories in Soccer and Rugby
were the first for each team over
Hampden-Sydney. During my
four years at Ixmgwood, I have
played on both clubs and I know
how sweet the victories were.
Rugby is said to be a game for
gentlemen played by hooligans,
but for all those who saw Friday's
game saw two teams of
gentlemen playing fine Rugby.
The final score was Ixmgwood 16
and Hampden-Sydney 0. Tries (4
points) were scored by Robert
Zirpoli, Bill Galway, Kurt

Mueller, and Ron Gallihugh. The
match was clean with lots of hard
hitting. Many players had good
games.
For Rugby the season is over.
As far as the club feels beating
Hampden-Sydney gave us a
winning season. The actual
record was 4 wins, 5 losses when
totaling "A" and "B" games. The
club would like to thank everyone
who supported the club this
season. Come back and see us in
the spring!
■
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collegiate crossword
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44

43
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45
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1
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"
■ |55

56

■

59

62

61

<S )Edv arcl
ACROSS
1 Garland for the
head
7 Shoe or accent
13 Serf or thrall
15 Shower activity
16 Tlge (3 wds.)
18 Noshed
19 Trained down
20 Rater of m.p.g.
21 French movie
23 German steel center
24 Gardener, at times
25 Santa's reindeer,
e.g.
27 Peter and Moses
28 Justifications for
being (2 wds.)
34 Guidonian note
35 Julie Christie film
36 Neighbor of Mich.
39 1895 automotive Invention (2 wds.)
41 Computer language
44 Puccini opera
45 Not an imitation
(abbr.)
46 Trite
51 Goulash
52 Actress Mary
53 J1p1japa hats

Juli US

rw7 9-10

Cx 11 eg iate

55
56
59
60
61

Opposite of WSW
Champion (3 wds.)
Copes with
Legendary
Dealer in the stock
exchange
62 Valuable violins,
for short

22 Some tech. graduates, for short
24 Tint
26 Subject
27 U.S. or Lou
29 Dora Copperfield
—— Spenlow
30 Baker and Beale

(abbr.}
DOWN
1 Tuna variety
2 Maritime
3 In
(without
being present)

4 American record
label
5 "
Tu." 1932
song
6 Actress Oberon
7 Elizabeth
,
Irish novelist
8 Sally or Ayn
9 Wife of Saturn
10 Evangelical society
11 Sealed
12 Actress Samantha,
and family
14 Baseball stats
15 Suffix for two or
three
17 Hotel sign (abbr.)

31
32
33
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
46
47
48

Expected
Pipe joint
Gift for a man
Flowering shrub
In high dudgeon
Ocean plants
Understand, to some
General offices:
abbr.
Believed
Debt
Yellowish brown
Hank of baseball
Formicoflogist's
specimens
Close to: Scot.

49 Vanderbilt and
Carter
50 Endures
53 Colorless
54 Something to put
57 Mr. Byrnes
58 Hockey great

ADD A PERSONAL TOUCH
10 YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT
A PORTRAIT OF YOURSELF1

ONE 5x7
COLOR PORTRAIT
ONLY $9.95

Counseling

Women's

Service
(Continued from Page 5)

Focus '81

may have.

Women's Focus '81, sponsored
by the Women's Resource
Center, the Consultation and
Education Services of Central
Virginia Mental Health Services,
and the Central Virginia
Community College, is in the
planning stages. Workshop
Committee members were asked
to contact interested and
qualified professional people,
who might be able to conduct a
workshop, seminar, or panel
discussion on varied subjects
concerning women's issues.
Women's Focus '81 has a broad
range of interests. Some of the
topics discussed were "Women
in the Business World," "Coping as a Single Woman,"
"Interpersonal and Small Group
Communication
for
the
Professional Woman," "Women
and Money Management,"
Child Rearing," and "Women
and the Law." The committee
will be accepting proposals until
November 7,1980 on any of these
topics. The respondents may feel
free to narrow and define or
expand and extend upon any of
the above subjects. In addition,
they may create an entirely newtopic within the confines of
women's
issues.
Anyone
interested in participating in
Women's Focus '81 is asked to
send a proposal to:
Women's Focus'81
P. O. Box 2146
Lynchburg, Va. 24501
The proposals should include the
Title, Purpose, Topic, Format,
and Structure of the presentation.
Women's issues are concerns
which affect all segments of our
society.
Participation
in
Women's Focus '81 will enhance
the knowledge and consciousness
of many women from all walks of
life. This year's Women's Focus
will be held at Central Virginia
Community
College,
in
Lynchburg, Virginia from March
24-27, 1981. We urge anyone
interested to submit a proposal.
Women's Focus '81 is a non-profit
organization and must work
within the limitations of a small
budget. Respondents are asked to
keep this in mind when
submitting their proposals.

In conclusion, Dr. Cox said, "I
appreciate the enormous student
support and any suggestions on a
possible new program would be
welcome. My goal for the coming
years is to have the Counseling
Services expanded to help cope
iContinued from Page 4)
with the tremendous student
the Board of Visitors Committee
response."
on the Nomination of a President
to
screen
applicants.
Advertisements have been
placed in major national,
regional and state publications,
and they will continue to run until
December. 1980.

Your Turn

Scholarship
Bank

i Continued from Page 2)
with financial aid offices and
does not duplicate their services,
according to the director. Most
financial aid offices give
information only on sources that
they administer.
Write to Scholarship Bank,
10100 Santa Monica 750. LA.
90067 for an application. Enclose
a stamped, self-addressed
envelope and the required fee.
(or call toll free 800-327-9191 ext
397).

Liz Kregloe
(Continued from Page 3)
experimenting with techniques of
casting and embedding. The
afternoon session will focus on
molded papers.
Participants will study the
process of hand-dipping sheets ol
paper, laminating objects within
paper sheets and embossing.
A maximum of 15 persons mayenroll for the workshop. There
will be no registration fee. Those
interested should call Lydia
Peale in Farmville 1392-60511 or
Martha Ixniis in Buckingham
(969-4355).
Those participating in the
workshop should wear old clothes
and bring with them three or four
plastic cantainers, discarded
paper for recycling, scissors, a
plastic apron, found items for
casting, items for embedding
(seeds, leaves, fabric scraps,
etc.), a sponge, rubber gloves,
and procion dyes (optional).
Ms. Kregloe holds a B.F.A.
from Ohio University and has
studied also at Madison College
and Carnegie Mellon University.
She is an instructor in art at

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

ROBERT T. FORE, PHOTOGRAPHY
II9 N Mom St

392 8710

Offer Expires November 18

CHECK OUT OUR

LANSCOTTGIFT
SHOP

Large Selection Of

HOUSE PLANTS

408 High Street Farmville, Vo.
Sot

9 am-5pm

All shapes and sizes.

CLOSED WEDNESDAY MORNING

FREE GIFT WRAP
l
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GREENHOUSE

Vou Are Coidiolly Invited To Attend Out

ON SUNDAY NOVIMHI 23 1««0
FROM 2:00 P.M. TO » OO P.M.
■••i»»hm»nl» mill b« tatved

The Board of Visitors
expresses its appreciation for the
cooperation
and
support
evidenced by everyone that has
been involved in the process of
selecting a new President for
I>ongwood College.

A
x
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special
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■00 4 00

BULOVA
Come in today and see
these superbly crafted
quartz watches from
Bulova Accurate within a
minute a year and virtually
maintenance-free. Available in a range of strap
and bracelet styles, most
with day date windows
A. Satin finish goldtone calendar
watch with silver dial Enqhsh
Spanish day disc $155.00
B. Distinctive bright goldtone casr
with corrugated-design bezel
Silver dial $110.00

B & M

oil Milnw

CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE

The final date for receiving
applications for the position has
been established as January 5,
1981. The Screening Committee
has been asked to make a final
report by January 31,1981, with a
final list of recommended
candidates of approximately
seven persons. From this list, the
Board of Visitors Committee on
the Nomination of a President
will make a nomination for
approval of the Board of Visitors.

gift...

1980

lONOWOOD SAIAIIU SHIRTS
KG 114 K MOWONIT 113.91
1XPIRISNOV ?9 1980

Open Mon

Eastern Mennonite College,
Bridgewater College, and Mary
Baldwin College.
Her work has been exhibited at
the University of Georgia, the
Roanoke Museum of Fine Arts,
and at Williamsburg's Twentieth
Century Gallery.

ADDITIONAL

BARGAIN

10% OFF W/

PRICES ON

LONGWOOD I.D.

CLAY POTS

MARTIN
THE JEWELER
FARMVILLE, VA

ITS BULOVA WATCH TIME

